


Dear Miss Jones and the Richmond Architectural review board,  

My husband and I have many reasons why we would like you to consider our request to let us paint our 

home on W. Grace the historical colors we have chosen from your list of colors.  

1. To remove the very heavy primer that the house is already painted would do great damage to 

the integrity of the brick house.  

2. Had we known we were not allowed to paint we never would have started the process. But, we 

did and the entire façade of the house now has a very expensive and thick primer. We wanted 

the home to have a similar look to some others on the block and saw that most of the houses on 

the block are painted and therefore, had no clue we could not paint.  

3. We would like you to agree with us that the colors we have chosen certainly fit the style of the 

home and are much more pleasing to the eye than painting it red. The old red colors in the 

historic palette are very jarring to the eye and look fake when painted. The house next to us is 

painted red and the house across the street and both look very fake and not pleasing to the eye. 

I am an interior designer, creating beautiful homes for people is what I do and know. I have 

been in business for over 30 years and have always loved keeping our homes we have lived in 

beautiful. Our desire is to help make W. Grace even more beautiful to the passer by.  

4. We have walked our street many times since being told to stop painting. Most of the homes on 

the street are painted. 90 percent of them are not painted in the historic colors. We are unsure 

what the idea of having a historic block of homes is, if 90 percent not painted in the historic 

colors? Our neighbors house is navy blue, he told us he had to paint it navy blue again. Why is 

this? Why wouldn’t he have to paint it in a color that is historic if he asked to paint it again, 

which he did. The house across the street has a bright pink door, another has a bright lime door 

and the house on the end of our block is 5 or 6 blotchy colors of grey and peeling paint and 

looks very bad. There are also many red brick homes with the beige façade which is what we 

want to paint ours i.e. the “downing sand “ as the main color on the front. 

5. We are truly trying so very hard to protect our beautiful home from looking fake and wrong on 

the block. We were told by Miss Jones to pick from the historic colors which we have done, for 

the brick and the stone and the porch ceiling. Also, in her first email to us she agreed that the 

brick would not be able to handle the removal of such thick and very secure primer. We totally 

agreed and would like very much your consideration for us to paint the house the colors we 

have submitted from your website of historic colors.  

6.  Finally, we have lived in the fan in another home and enjoy very much the lifestyle and the 

beauty. We have been on the holiday home tour as a host home last year and our home was 

well beloved by all the people who toured thru our loving decorated home.  Last year we helped 

with the opening of our home and the hosting of it for the tour to raise over $52,000.00 for the 

fan. We very much love living here. Now, in the new home on W. Grace we hope to continue 

our love and protection of this beautiful city. 

Thanks very sincerely, 

Captain and Mrs. Thomas P. George  
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